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MINUTES OF THE C-FACULTY SENATORS COUNCIL MEETING OF OCTOBER 19, 2017
The New York University Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council (C-FSC) met at 9:00 AM on Thursday,
October 19, 2017 in the Global Center for Academic & Spiritual Life at 238 Thompson Street, 5th Floor
Colloquium Room.
In attendance were Senators Celik, Davis, Ferguson, Gershman, Howard-Spink, Illingworth, Jahangiri, Killilea,
Kim, Liston, Renzi, Sacks, Saravanos, Slater, Steeves, Stehlik, Watkins, Youngerman; Alternate Senators
Bianco, Casey, Grillo, James, Kleinert, Lee (for Borowiec), Pietro, Sahin, Shullenberger, and Taitel (for
Gershman).

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the meeting agenda was approved unanimously.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD SEPTEMBER 27, 2017
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the minutes of the September 27, 2017 meeting were approved
unanimously.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON: MARY KILLILEA
See attached Document A: C-FSC Chair Update
Resolutions Passed at October 4, 2017 Board of Trustees (BOT) Meeting
Chairperson Killilea reported the Steering Committee (SC) received notification on the resolutions passed at the
BOT meeting. This included approving the granting of honorary degrees to 21 candidates and approving 4
named professorships in the School of Medicine.
Recruiting and Hiring Policy and Procedures for Full-Time Faculty
Killilea reported this document formalizes requirements to post new Full-Time Faculty and Professional
Research Staff positions, identifies acceptable exemptions from posting new jobs, and clarifies the process for
requesting exemptions via Waiver Request Forms. She noted all full-time faculty now have the same hiring
policy and procedures.
A Senator asked about the system in place for informing colleagues about the new hire, particularly in exception
circumstances such a spousal hires.
Killilea stated the SC can bring this to the Provost’s office to encourage their office to remind Deans and Chairs
to inform faculty of new colleagues.
Senators supported the idea of developing a set of best practices regarding new hires to recommend to deans.
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Steering Meeting (SC) with President Hamilton
Killilea reported the SC met with President Hamilton on October 11. They discussed the University’s response to
the AAUP-NYU email on the denial of visas for two faculty members going to teach at NYU-AD. She also
received an additional letter from President Hamilton that she will forward. This was in response to a letter from
the Faculty of Arts and Science (FAS) department of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies asking for a wider
dialogue on whether departments want to continue to take part in global exchanges.
At the meeting, they also discussed the University’s response to the posting of flyers in Kimmel by Identity
Evropa, a white supremacist group. The Kimmel Center usually accommodates on average 52,000 events per
year, of which fewer than 0.5% of events hosted at the Center are held by outside groups unaffiliated with NYU.
As a result of this incident, the Administration immediately adopted a regulation that NYU will no longer allow
any group without formal evidence of an NYU affiliation to rent space to hold events on campus.
The SC also raised concerns that AMI is being treated as cost of living increase and not a merit increase.
A Senator noted that Tisch raised the minimum teacher’s salary to $65,000 and created a category of
distinguished teacher.
Steering Committee Meeting with Provost Fleming
At the Provost meeting, they discussed the resolution concerning employee tuition benefits regarding faculty
pursuing degrees-in-course. They will work on making sure people are aware of the policy and the HR
document clearly communicates the rules on tuition remission for faculty.
They discussed the position of Executive Vice President for Faculty of Health, which will not be replaced, and
therefore requires a change in the bylaws and the handbook. The new language will likely go to the Trustees in
December, and then the changes in the handbook will be made in January.
The guidelines for reappointment for continuing contract faculty include a footnote that excluded the schools of
health and the faculty of health. The SC asked to change the bylaws to remove that footnote to allow guidelines
for the College of Dentistry, the School of Nursing, and Global Public Health. The footnote also includes
Shanghai and Abu Dhabi, and the SC asked to consider changing this as well.
Meeting with T-FSC Executive Committee (EC)
On behalf of the Steering Committee (SC), Chairperson Killilea and Vice Chairperson Stehlik met with the TFSC Executive Committee. It was an opportunity to discuss areas the Councils can work together and the
Councils’ goals for the academic year. They also discussed the T-FSC position of Immediate Past Chair who
serves on the Executive Committee and whether the C-FSC wishes to create a similar position. It was noted that
in cases where the immediate past chairperson is no longer on the Council, they could serve an ex-officio, nonvoting member of the Steering Committee.
The EC asked for an update on union activities and the SC offered their knowledge as reported at the last
Council meeting.
They discussed the process of review of promotion and reappointment policies. The SC suggested developing a
general list of items the Councils agree on and those they disagree on.
They also discussed the potential of hosting a combined end of year event. It was noted that several groups are
invited to both events, including the EC and SC, Board of Trustees members, and other Council heads. They
will discuss the idea further.
Written Bylaws for the C-FSC
A Senator asked if there are a set of written bylaws of the Council. The Manager of Faculty Governance
confirmed they are listed on the website as resolutions regarding operating procedures, terms of office, and the
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Steering Committee. She noted there was discussion of the Governance Committee developing one central
document.
The Chair’s Report was accepted into the minutes.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Retirement Plan Update
The following special guests presented on the NYU Retirement Program Update: Patricia Halley, Senior
Director, Global Benefits and Mark Petti, Assistant Director, Retirement Plans and Global Benefits. They were
joined by Jan Rezler, a representative from Cammack Retirement Group, who serves as the consultant to the
NYU retirement committee.
Halley noted this is a preview of the retirement program update and a robust communications campaign will
begin at the end of January 2018. The changes are being made to improve and simplify the participant’s
retirement planning experience. The changes will go into effect in April 2018.
She noted it is important to communicate that there is no change to the benefit. The NYU contributions provided
to full-time faculty does not change.
The goal of the project was to improve and simplify the participants’ retirement planning experience from
enrollment through accessing your account information, online tools, and all engagement in the retirement
planning process.
She reported that one of the important improvements will be that many of the investment funds that are currently
offered will have lower management fees; this affects 55 of the 70 Vanguard funds available through NYU.
She explained the two major changes. Currently NYU has two 403B defined contribution plans: the NYU
Retirement Plans and NYU Supplemental Tax Deferred Annuity Plan (STDA) plan. These plans will be merged
in April 2018. The NYU retirement plan is the plan in which NYU contributes 5% to full time faculty,
administrators and researchers and matches up to 5%. The STDA plan provides for additional voluntary salary
deferrals. For example, if faculty members or employees are contributing 7% today, they are putting 5% to the
retirement plan, receiving their match from NYU, and then contributing the additional 2% to the STDA plan.
When these plans merge into one in April, account balances will be combined, with the advantage of increasing
the funds that would be available to borrow against for loans. Currently only the STDA plan has a loan feature
available. With the merging of the plans, all employee deferrals will be eligible for loans, in keeping with
whatever Federal guidelines apply.
Another advantage is an auto enrollment feature will also be implemented for newly hired faculty and
employees. When new faculty members join the University, they will receive a communication letting them know
they will be enrolled in the plan at 5% and that they have 60 days to opt out or to change the election. NYU
contributions will begin after one-year or waived if they are eligible.
Another change is the decision to move from two record keepers, TIAA and Vanguard, to one record keeper,
TIAA. The accounts will not be affected in any way, and employees can continue to choose between Vanguard
and TIAA.
Petti stated the combined NYU savings and retirement plan will be on the one TIAA record keeping platform.
Faculty and employees will be able to access the TIAA platform through NYU Home, where users will be able to
make deferral elections to the plan, choose investment options from both the entire list of TIAA and Vanguard
investments, choose beneficiaries, make appointments to meet with a financial advisor, access the TIAA call
center, or choose a wealth advisor if you have more complicated financial planning needs.
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TIAA is committed to making significant improvements with their customer service. He noted TIAA has an office
on West 4th and Lafayette, and they have committed to tripling the amount of onsite visits to NYU facilities.
Appointments can also be made online or over the phone. These financial services and advice sessions are free
to the NYU community.
He offered information on the communication plan to the NYU community. He stated an announcement email
will be going out in late January after the start of the spring semester. A formal transition guide will be mailed to
account holder’s homes with information about the changes. Town Hall meetings will be held in the first part of
March at various schools. There will be separate messaging for retirees and former NYU employees. April 2 is
the go live date.
Customer surveys will go out post implantation as well to get feedback about this particular implementation.
Q&A
A Senator asked if all current Vanguard funds that are being managed on the Vanguard platform will be
migrated over. Halley confirmed they will all be migrated with no changes at this time. TIAA will be the custodian
of those assets. But the assets will still be invested in the particular Vanguard funds previously invested in.
A Senator asked where the retirement advisors will be coming from. Petti responded from TIAA, as the record
keeper they are providing those services as part of the service to NYU. He noted TIAA will offer performance
reports, quarterly reporting, and a variety of different tools to be able to evaluate investments and project out
various scenarios. They also have an app users can download.
A Senator asked if there will be a blackout period for the funds coming over from Vanguard. Petti responded
there will be two: a quiet period, which is the time period just before the transition. Users will not be able to make
any election changes in the system as the system is being closed down. Second is a blackout period, in which
Vanguard accounts are being closed out and moved to the record keeping information of TIAA. This will be a
few days before and after April 2. There is no blackout for beneficiaries.
A Senator asked about the merging of adjunct plans. Petti noted the adjunct plan account and new savings and
retirement account will be separate and distinct. The investments will be the same, but as an active employee,
there is no way to merge the accounts.
A Senator suggested hosting educational seminars on managing finances. A Senator asked about financial
wealth advisors. Halley responded they are available and encouraged the community to take advantage of this
service.
A Senator involved as Chair of the Benefits Committee during this process highlighted that peer schools who
have done a similar change have had a good experience and this change results in significant cost savings and
those fee reductions will translate into savings for all participants.
A Senator brought up a comment not related to the presentation. She stated many faculty are unaware of the
multitude of benefits offered to faculty related to access to journals, books, publications, theater, tickets, gym
memberships, other discounts, etc. She suggested a better method of communication. Halley responded this
does not fall under benefits but another group, but she will bring this feedback back.
A Senator stated the C-FSC Newsletter will have a section related to benefits, which is a direct collaboration
with HR and can serve as a dual communication strategy.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
See attached Document B: Committee Reports
Discussion/Questions on the following submitted reports:
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Faculty Benefits & Housing
Senator Renzi noted the Committee’s recommendations regarding increases to healthcare premiums reflected
the desirability of increasing the incentive for faculty to choose the high-deductible plan. By moving away from
utilizing high cost healthcare plans, there could be extra benefit pool money for items such as a childcare
subsidy.
He noted the T-FSC and C-FSC made different recommendations. On behalf of the C-FSC, the Benefits
Committee endorsed Willis Towers Watson’s scenario for no change in premiums for the high-deductible health
plan, a 2% increase for the point-of-service value plan, and a 9.1% increase for the point-of-service advantage
plan. The T-FSC Benefits Committee made a recommendation of 5.4% increase for both the high-deductible
and point-of-service value plan, and an increase of 7% for the point-of-service advantage plan. In late August,
the Committee was notified that the University has adopted increases of 2% for the high-deductible plan, 5% for
the point-of-service value plan, and 7.5% for the point-of-service advantage plan.
He noted the Committee makes their recommendation in June, so will not able to bring the recommendation to
the full Council, so he asked if the Council wants to continue with a similar recommendation of rather than just
raising the benefits across the board by the expected annual rate of increase for medical costs, to make the
lower cost plans have a differential lower increase in benefits each year, and have a higher cost plan, have a
higher increase in premiums each year.
A Senator noted every organization needs to look at their population, age, different ethnic groups, and the
amount of money they are supplementing in benefits to see if there is an adverse impact on any of those
particular groups.
Global Network University and Faculty Advisory Committee on NYU's Global Network
Senators discussed the letter from the Faculty of Arts and Science (FAS) department of Middle Eastern and
Islamic Studies asking for a wider dialogue on whether departments want to continue to take part in global
exchanges. Senators noted other departments have also discussed sending letters. There was agreement to
encourage communication between Washington Square and faculty in portal sites on this topic.
A Senator noted the AAUP website, as well as the list called Faculty Democracy, posts these documents.
Senators discussed the negative impact of discontinuing global exchanges. A Senator commented that
countries cannot deny access to the classrooms via video conference. She noted a conference in Abu Dhabi
where several collaborators were denied access, but still participated remotely.
A Senator asked if the Climate Survey addresses visa issues. A Senator responded while there aren’t specific
questions on visas, the survey addresses personal experiences and perceptions of the climate in relation to the
living/learning/working environment, and would include these types of experiences.
Graduate Program Committee
Alternate Senator Sahin noted the two new programs in music theory and composition. One is online, the other
is in-class.
A Senator asked if the online programs are staffed by adjuncts. Sahin confirmed many online courses are taught
by adjuncts.
A Senator commented that online programs move resources away from continuing contract faculty and
considered whether the Council wanted to make a statement regarding this.
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Senator Killilea suggested gathering data on new programs, online or in-class, and the faculty who are teaching
these new classes. She suggested gathering information from the Faculty Committee on the Future of
Technology-Enhanced Education at NYU. Senator Steeves is the C-FSC representative.
A Senator commented on the value of adjuncts and the danger in assuming that there is a quality issue. A
Senator added the value of online courses.
A Senator commented the issue is not related to the value or quality of adjuncts but to the issue of full-time
positions being changed into adjunct positions and full-time programs being changed into online programs.
Reports at Meeting:

Administration & Technology
Senator Steeves reported she is co-chairing a sub-committee on best practices for privacy online. She stated if
Senators have used different types of social media in their classrooms, especially those in Shanghai and Abu
Dhabi, to send her information on this use of social media.
Governance
The Governance Committee is establishing a guest policy for attendance at Council meetings. They will also be
analyzing the data from shared governance survey.
Public Affairs
The Public Affairs Committee has been asked to create a communications task force to review and provide
recommendations for improving the university administration senate and related web pages.
The reports were accepted into the minutes.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 AM.
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C-FSC—Chair’s Report
Chairperson Mary Killilea
Report for October 19, 2017

1. Resolutions Passed at October 4, 2017 Board of Trustees Meeting
The steering-committee received notification that the Board of Trustees
passed the following resolutions:
a. Approving the granting of honorary degrees to 21 candidates, in each
case subject to the President and/or his designees offering the degree
and the Candidate’s acceptance of the terms of the offer for the
degree as established by the President and/or his designees.
b. Approving 4 named professorships in the School of Medicine

2. Recruiting and Hiring Policy and Procedures for Full-Time Faculty
This document formalizes requirements to post new Full-Time Faculty and
Professional Research Staff positions, identifies acceptable exemptions
from posting new jobs, and clarifies the process for requesting exemptions
via Waiver Request Forms. The policy is effective October 1. It is attached
for your convenience, and it is posted on the University’s Policies and
Guidelines site at http://www.nyu.edu/about/policies-guidelinescompliance/policies-and-guidelines/academic-affairs-facultypolicies.html .

3. Steering Meeting with President Hamilton
On October 11, 2017, the C-FSC Steering Committee, met with President
Hamilton. We discussed the following issues:
1. The University response to the AAUP-NYU email on the denial of visas
for two faculty members going to teach at NYU-AD.
2. The University response to the Identity Evropa flyers in Kimmel.
3. Concerns that AMI is being treated as cost of living and not a merit
increase.

4. Steering Committee Meeting with Provost Fleming
The Steering Committee will be meeting with Provost Fleming on October 18,
2017. I will provide a verbal summary of our discussion.

5. Meeting with T-FSC Executive Committee
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Myself and Susan Stehlik, Vice-chair, will be meeting with the T-FSC
Executive Committee on October 18, 2017. I will provide a verbal summary
of this meeting.

6. C-FSC Meeting Participation
As always, the Steering Committee would like to encourage all C-FSC
members, Senators and Alternate Senators, to attend and participate in
C-FSC meetings and committees. Our Rules of Procedure stipulate that
only Senators may vote on any action items (Alternate Senators vote
when their corresponding Senator is unable to attend). It should be kept
in mind that votes on Action Items comprise a relatively small part of our
meetings. The bulk of our meetings consist of in-depth discussions of
items of importance to continuing contract faculty by all members of the
C-FSC, Senators and Alternate Senators included, and all committees
and discussions rely on participation by the full Council.
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Committee on Faculty Benefits and Housing
Vincent Renzi, chair
On June 15, 2017, committee members Vincent Renzi, Marion Casey, and
Michael Ferguson met jointly with T-FSC Benefits Committee member Magued Iskander
and committee co-chair Wen Ling, together with University Director of Global Benefits
Trish Halley and representatives of the University’s actuarial consulting firm Willis
Towers Watson, to review recommendations for increases in faculty medical benefits
premiums for 2017–18.
Overall, health care expenses are projected to rise 6.4% this year. As in years
past, both we and the T-FSC have again endorsed recommendations that distribute the
increase differentially. This reflects the reality of the limited benefits pool and the
concomitant desirability of providing incentives for faculty to choose lower-cost plans.
On behalf of the C-FSC, we endorsed Willis Towers Watson’s scenario for no
change in premiums for the high-deductible health plan, a 2% increase for the point-ofservice value plan, and a 9.1% increase for the point-of-service advantage plan.
The T-FSC Benefits Committee made a recommendation of 5.4% increase for
both the high-deductible and point-of-service value plan, and an increase of 7% for the
point-of-service advantage plan.
In late August, we were notified that the University has adopted increases of 2%
for the high-deductible plan, 5% for the point-of-service value plan, and 7.5% for the
point-of-service advantage plan.
Our recommendation reflected the desirability of increasing the incentive for
faculty to choose the high-deductible plan: Faculty have previously reported that the
plan’s premiums were too close to those for the point-of-service value plan to encourage
them to change. It also reflected a desire to hold the increase in the point-of-service
value plan to the same nominal rate of increase in faculty salaries. The increase in the
premiums for the point-of-service advantage plan would be lower than the rate (9.5%) by
which they increased last year. The broad outlines of our recommendation are reflected
in the increases adopted by the University.
On September 26, 2017, members of the committee met jointly with the T-FSC
and AMC benefits committees, together with Trish Halley and representatives of
CVS/Caremark, the University’s pharmacy benefits manager. Among the issues we
discussed is the difficulty of moderating costs: CVS/Caremark reported that they have
effectively done all they can through management of the formulary and negotiated
rebates from pharmaceutical firms; and they are particularly concerned at the high costs
associated with specialty drugs, and these are likely to remain high for some time as that
market matures. One initiative that they will be expanding is assistance to people who
take multiple drugs. The number of such people is small, but they account for
disproportionally high costs. Helping them maintain compliance with their drug
regimens and anticipating adverse drug interactions improves quality of care and saves
both medical and pharmacy expenses; and because people often see multiple care
providers, the pharmacy benefits manager is better positioned to be able to provide this
assistance.

Reports of CFSC Global Committee and Faculty Committee on NYU’s Global Network,
submitted by Sam Howard-Spink on 10/10/17
The committee held its first meeting on October 5th. In attendance were Chair Sam HowardSpink, Scott Illingworth, Edward Kleinert, Josh Paiz, Pamela Pietro, and Aysan Celik on Skype.
The group discussed two points raised by Josh. Point 1: potentially normalizing aspects of the
University’s Emergency Alcohol Response where contextually appropriate, across the NYU
campuses. This may include faculty/staff training, chains of responsibility, etc. Point 2:
improving access to teaching awards for Contract faculty at Shanghai and AD. Members agreed
to look into how both issues are handled by their respective schools and report back ideas at the
next meeting in November.
The Faculty Committee on NYU’s Global Network held its first meeting of the year on
September 12, with Sam Howard-Spink in attendance. The group picked up the thread of last
year’s work on the Both/And document for tenure track hiring across the portals, and discussed
the continuation of the Global Faculty Fellows Program.
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Report of Representatives to the Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Work-Life Issues
The committee held its final meeting on September 5, 2017, with Provost Katherine
Fleming. Present for the C-FSC were Vincent Renzi and Diane Mirabito. The Provost
discussed the progress toward establishing a Work-Life office. A national search is
currently underway for an executive director, with the hope of having someone in place
by the beginning of 2018. The position will report both to the Provost and to Human
Resources. The office will have an initial authorization for four staff, in addition to
current staff (e.g., who coordinate wellness programming, or faculty housing) already at
the University. The Provost discussed her concern especially that the University has
essentially reached the limit of being able to recruit and retain faculty through salary, and
sees Work-Life support as being essential to efforts to attract and keep faculty. She also
noted the desirability of making faculty feel connected to the University community,
rather than seeking to attract them through incentives (such as reduced teaching loads,
leaves of absence, support for travel) that take them away from campus. Finally, she
noted the need to remain aware that while Work-Life is often dominated by concerns
related to dependent children, it encompasses a wide range of work-life issues. The new
office will also include support for faculty with disabilities, in coordination with the new
office of the chief diversity officer.
The Committee’s final report was presented at the University Senate meeting on October
5th. Among the recommendations will be that a successor to the current committee be
created to serve as a standing advisory board for the new Work-Life office.
On October 6th, I took part in on-campus interviews with three candidates for the
Executive Director position.
Respectfully submitted,
Vincent Renzi
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Report of Representatives to the Ad Hoc Committee on Tuition Remission and Portable
Tuition Benefits
The committee met on July 17, 2017. Present for the C-FSC was Vincent Renzi. The
committee reviewed preliminary models for shifting resources for dependent tuition
benefits from the present N.Y.U.-tuition benefit to a more robust portable benefit. The CFSC, AMC, and T-FSC representatives were in agreement about the need for
“grandfathering” current employees and their enrolled dependents and asked for revised
models to reflect several additional scenarios. There was also widespread agreement on
the need to coordinate with the Work-Life Committee on the issue of how the fixed
resources of the benefits pools could be best be allocated between the needs of pre-school
childcare and higher-education tuition support, and Sabrina Ellis will carry this concern
to the Provost’s Office.
The committee met on August 15, 2017. Present for the C-FSC was Vincent Renzi. The
committee reviewed preliminary models for implementing its recommendations for an
increased employee benefit covering 100% of tuition, and for an increased portable
dependend tuition benefit. Sabrina Ellis will next present these models to Executive Vice
President Martin Dorph and return to the committee with his comments.
Respectfully submitted,
Vincent Renzi
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GRADUATE PROGRAM COMMITTEE REPORT
Wednesday, October 11, 2017.
Four new programs proposals were presented:
‐
‐
‐
‐

M.S. in Event Management by School of Professional Studies
M.A .in Digital Media Design for Learning by Steinhardt
M.M. in Music Theory and Composition Film Scoring by Steinhardt
M.S. in Marketing by Stern/NYU Shanghai

Some discussion included having on‐line and on‐class programs having different number of credits
requirement.
Three Memos of Intent for Graduate Program Proposals were discussed for future presentation and
voting:
‐
‐
‐

M.S. in Dental Hygiene by College of Dentistry
Ed.D. in in Educational Leadership by Steinhardt
Ph.D. in Urban Infrastructure Systems by Tandon School of Engineering.

Respectfully submitted,
Iskender Sahin
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University Undergraduate Program Committee
C-FSC representative - Jon Ritter
Oct. 16, 2017
The University Undergraduate Program Committee met on Oct. 11, 2017 for our first meeting of the year. We did not
discuss any proposals at this meeting, and we did not conduct any votes. There was an informal discussion about
the definition, purpose, and status of minors across the university.
Ryan Poynter, Associate Vice Provost for Undergraduate Academic Affairs, reported that the Provost has approved
three proposals that the committee reviewed last year. They are:
1. B.S. in Interactive Media and Business (NYU Shanghai)
2. B.F.A. in Interactive Media Arts (TSOA)
3. Minor in Native American and Indigenous Studies (CAS, History + SCA)
Minutes of the meeting will be posted on the Provost web site later this week.
I will not be able to attend the C-FSC meeting on 10/19, but please contact me with any questions or comments,
--Jon Ritter
jon.ritter@nyu.edu

NYU Retirement
Program Update
Presented to C-FSC
October 19, 2017

Improvements to the NYU Retirement Program

In April 2018, NYU will make improvements to its Retirement Program
which will:
•

Improve and simplify participants’ retirement planning experience

• Reduce fees for many investments currently available to NYU plan
participants
•
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55 of 70 Vanguard funds will have lower investment fees. TIAA funds are
already at the lowest fee level
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Improvements to the NYU Retirement Program

What is changing?

NYU
Retirement
Plan

NYU
Savings and
Retirement
Plan
Supplemental
Tax Deferred
Annuity
Plan

10/19/2017
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Improvements to the NYU Retirement Program

Advantages of the NYU Savings and Retirement Plan
• Merging of employee deferrals provides participants:
• Greater account balance available for loans
• Increased access to withdraw money as an active faculty member or
employee after attaining age 59 ½
•

Auto enrollment of NYU new hires at 5% of pay beginning April 2018

10/19/2017
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Improvements to the NYU Retirement Program

What is changing?
TIAA
Recordkeeping
Services and
Investments

Vanguard
Recordkeeping
Services and
Investments
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TIAA
Recordkeeping
Services with
both TIAA and
Vanguard
Investments
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Improvements to the NYU Retirement Program

How did NYU decide to make these changes?
•

Collaborated and consulted with the Tenured/Tenure Track Faculty Senators Council,
Full-Time Continuing Contract Faculty Senators Council, Administrative Management
Council and NYU leadership

•

Engaged an independent consultant to conduct a comprehensive review of NYU’s
retirement plans and an RFP of service providers conducted in Fall 2016

•

Peer institutions including NYU Langone, Yale University and Princeton University have
successfully implemented these improvements

•

Finalist Vendor Presentations with Senators Council representation held in January 2017

•

Retirement Plan Committee Approval February 2017

•

Cross-functional Project Team and Steering Committee formed for 12-month project, with
anticipated implementation in April 2018

10/19/2017
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TIAA – Sole Record Keeper

Why TIAA?
Enhanced TIAA customer service and program benefits including:
•

Simplified enrollment, account management and investment election experiences for
participants

•

Access to all currently offered TIAA and Vanguard funds

•

Expanded deferral election options:
• Percent of pay
• Fixed dollar amount
• Maximize NYU contribution and defer money up to the IRS annual limit

•

Enhanced, dedicated NYU customer service team. 844-NYU-TIAA

•

Increased, on-site availability of TIAA investment advisors

10/19/2017
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Communications Calendar

10/19/2017
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Transition Guide Mailed to
Eligible Participants’ Homes

Transition Guide will provide:
•
•

Important dates and timeline of transition
Specific information for:
• Current TIAA only investors
• Current investors with both TIAA and
Vanguard
• Current Vanguard only investors

•
•

Messaging for retirees and former NYU
faculty members and employees
Information on all TIAA and Vanguard
investment fund options by investment
tier:
•
•
•
•

Target Date Funds
Passively managed index funds
Actively managed investments
Guaranteed options

10/19/2017
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Questions

Questions?
10/19/2017
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